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We reserve the right to modify, discontinue or make adaptations to these product’s at our discretion. 

DESCRIPTION 

The DW-1500 / DW-2000 are NEW members of the Laval camera family, these deep well 

portable winch’s can reach depths of 460 or 610 meters. The winch’s are completely 

compatible with R-CAM and SC components as it utilises the R-CAM control box and can be 

connected to a side/down view R-CAM camera. Complete packages are  available on request if 

you do not have any of the R-CAM or SC components.  

These heavy duty winch’s are semi transportable and come with a flight case as standard. The 

winch also has a built in encoder so depth information can be seen on the control box. 

TECHNICAL 

 The motor is 90 VDC, 2.3 amps, 1/4 hp with Gearbox 

 9” monitor with built-in record and playback feature 

 On-board Variable speed motor controller.  

 The system is 20 rpm and 360 in lbs torque.  

 Dims: 17.5”  (44.45cm) tall, 20.33”  (52cm) wide, and 22.25” (56.5cm) long  

 Cable: 1500’/ 457m or 2000’/609m 

 Weight: 172lbs (78kg) with 2000ft (609m) of cable 120lbs (54kg) without cable  

 Internal 12 VDC output  

 Powered by customer supplied 115 or 230 VAC (specified at time of order).  

 Includes adjustable level wind and electronic encoder for video depth display.  

 Splash proof control enclosure. 

 Mountable to any flat surface.  

 semi-portable (but maybe loadable or transportable) 

 Works with existing R-Cam and SC Components (See below) 

 Pressure Rating: Pressure tested and waterproof to 750 p.s.i. (R-CAM Camera) 
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